
AS A CHILD GROWING UP 
IN ENGLAND, ELAINE 
Smith developed an appreciation 
for beautiful things, inspired by the 
historic architecture and elegant 
furnishings of her family’s home. 

That sensibility translated into 
an early career in the jewelry 
industry before Smith moved 
to the United States to pursue 
her passion for design. Working 
initially as an interior and home 
accessory designer, she began a 
pillow business in 2001. The lure 
of outdoor didn’t call until a few 
years later, when Smith discov-
ered the sumptuous look and feel 
of modern outdoor fabrics. She 
also realized they could give her 
the same effect as indoor fabrics, 
while standing up to the condi-
tions of her South Florida home. 
So Smith changed her focus, and 
her luxury outdoor pillow com-
pany was born. 

The elegant entrepreneur 
launched her Web site to the trade 
in 2008, and her pillows – which 
often accent some of the most posh 
outdoor settings, as well as interi-
ors – are now available nationwide 
at more than 1,200 locations. 

CL: You started out designing for 
indoor – what drew you to make the 
move to outdoor?
ES: Living in Florida, it was easy 
to see the need for synergy be-
tween indoor and outdoor spaces. 
While designing my indoor collec-
tion, I visited a textile tradeshow 
in 2004 that changed everything. 
There, I saw collections of outdoor 

fabrics that surpassed my expec-
tations. They were so different 
from the stiff hunter-green and 
white-awning-stripe image that I 
had in my mind when it came to 
an outdoor fabric. I was so excited 
by the vibrant residential color 
palettes and the soft hand 
of the chenille and boucle 
combinations that I thought, 
‘How perfect – one fabric 
that works both indoor and 
outdoor will make pillows 
that can live anywhere!’ 

CL: How have outdoor fabrics 
evolved to make your designs 
possible?
ES: Thankfully, they’re con-
stantly evolving and improv-
ing. We’re fortunate that the 
yarns available for making 
outdoor fabrics continue 
to be developed and 
expanded. There’s always 
something new to work 
with, allowing us to 
create new construc-
tions, designs and 
color palettes.    

CL: Where do 
you find inspira-
tion for your 
designs?
ES: Practically 
everywhere. My mind 
is constantly envisioning every-
thing around me as a pillow. 
(Slightly obsessed, I know!) The 
Florida tropical landscape is a 
constant source of inspiration. 
Fashion also motivates me – 
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many times, purses and 
shoes morph into pillows in 
my head. I also love to travel 
and often find ideas in the 
most unexpected places.

CL: What is your best time and 
place for coming up with ideas? 
ES: My favorite time of day 
to think is in the early part 
of the day. I am definitely 
a morning person. I write 
things down as ideas spill 
from my mind so that I don’t 
forget them once the busy 
day unfolds. The best place 
for me to be creative is while 
I’m travelling, usually when 
I’m overseas. The freedom 
from the day-to-day respon-
sibilities opens your mind. 

CL: How do you approach the 
design process? How do you 
work best?
ES: It all starts by gather-
ing ideas for the collection. 
We research trends, make 
sketches, pull color swatches 
and create boards. Then 
of course there is the all-
important artwork. Once 
that’s created, we start to 
pull everything together. 

Then it sits for a while as we 
look at and tweak things to 
really get a feel for the line. 
The studio is a peaceful envi-

ronment with lots of natural 
light. Designing creates an 
escape from the bustle of the 
regular day-to-day running 

of the business. It’s always 
fun and exciting.  

CL: How do you see indoor 
style influencing outdoor spaces 
and vice versa?
ES: I think that the trend 
continues to lean toward a 
continuation of style and color 
flowing through a home from 
indoors to outside. Consum-
ers’ expectations are rising, 
and they want the luxury 
of comfort and quality to be 
consistent throughout their 
homes. In new construction 
in Florida, we’re seeing an 
increase in the square foot-
age of outdoor living areas. 
There’s a focus on using larger 
windows and full-height glass 
doors to make the outdoors 
impact the indoor living areas 
more, too, so that the entire 
indoor/outdoor space has a 
seamless transition.

CL: How important is the fash-
ion industry to outdoor design?
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On-trend colors such as blue figure dominantly in Smith’s designs.

Smith draws inspiration from the fashion industry when designing her bold pillows.
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ES: I think that the Internet 
has closed the gap in time 
that we used to expect to 
see trends from the runway 
translate to home furnish-
ings. I think fashion remains 
important to outdoor design, 
but you have to have a selec-
tive, discerning eye. The 
cycles move fast and some 
trends just don’t easily 
translate. Sometimes, a 
classic, timeless approach 
is needed, too.

CL: When you have time to 
relax in your favorite outdoor 
space, where are you and what 
do you have with you?
ES: Walking on the edge of 
the water along the beach 
is one of my favorites. The 
sound of the waves rolling 
in and the warm sun are all 
I need to relax.  
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Smith designs her pillows to work 
seamlessly in both indoor and outdoor spaces.


